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whole corps, not just one Marine’s heroism or
brilliance.
During most 1944, the Army’s main focus
for MacArthur’s South West Pacific Ocean
Area (SWPOA) was the New Guinea
campaign, an essential step in any return to
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the Philippines. Papua New Guinea was
session of the Dr. Harold C. Deutsch
mostly unmapped, inhabited by crocodiles,
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mosquitoes, and tribes still practicing
Tonight’s speaker is John McManus, the
cannibalism, covered by nasty jungles and
author of Island Infernos: The US Army’s
swamps, infested by a range of little-known
Pacific War Odyssey, 1944.
diseases, and crowned by almost impassable
Like the late comedian Rodney
mountains. The only redeeming feature of the
Dangerfield, the US Army’s operations and
campaign was that the Japanese were equally
men in the Pacific Theater “don’t get no
handicapped by the island.
respect.” The myth still persists that land
After seizing Port Moresby on the south
operations in the Pacific were mostly done by
coast of New Guinea campaign in 1942, the
the Marine Corps with a little help from the
Australian and US forces began a campaign to
Army. In actuality, the Army fielded 21
cross the Owen-Stanley range and take Buna
divisions organized into six corps and the
on the north coast. Protecting the Allied base
Marines had six divisions – oversized
at Moresby was essential and mostly an air
compared to the Army’s divisions in
operation. All supplies for the forces and all
manpower. Soldiers and Marines fought in
additional manpower landed there and came
every corner of the Pacific, in the air and on
overland by trails. To provide combat air
land, and every campaign began with an
support for the forces moving on Buna, the
amphibious assault. In the Central Pacific
allies built an airfield on Milne Bay on the
Area (Nimitz), where most of the Marines
east tip of New Guinea and successfully
were found, they did the initial landings and
drove off a major Imperial Japanese Naval
the Army provided follow-on forces. In the
assault. After taking Buna, Allied forces
South West Pacific Area (MacArthur), the
began planning a series of amphibious
Army did most of the landings and there were
landings along the north coast of New Guinea
not many Marines. In addition to fighting, the
and also – to better protect the naval and
Army did many of the not so glamourous
ground forces involved – began OPERATION
tasks, such as logistics. Everything the
CARTWHEEL to reduce the IJN forces at
military forces needed had to be shipped in
Rabaul, which was neutralized in 1943. The
from the United States and unloaded in ports
Japanese forces on New Guinea were routed
or onto the islands, and buildings had to be
and rendered operationally unimportant in
put together. While the Marines and Navy
July 1944, setting the stage was for the
depended on “Seabees” (Naval Construction
advance on the Philippines.
Battalions), the Army logistics troops proved
On 20 October 1944, MacArthur launched
their abilities and capabilities throughout the
the invasion of Leyte, the southern main
Pacific.
island. The campaign to liberate the
The Army vs. Marine myth has several
Philippines was also a strategic move to
underpinnings. Few Americans came from
acquire bases for the air campaign against the
Asia or the Pacific and few were interested in
Japan Home Islands and to support the
the region while most came from Europe and
planned invasions of Japan. The Sixth US
many knew family there. Army leadership
Army, commanded by Lt. Gen. Walter
viewed the German threat as the more
Krueger, struck the northeast coast of Leyte.
dangerous, more difficult, and more pressing
The 6th Ranger Battalion cleared several
one and many disdained the Japanese fighting
islands; the X Corps (1st Cavalry and the 24th
men. Most of the histories of the war slighted
Infantry Division (ID)) landed near the Palo
the Pacific, a failing not rectified for over half
River while the XXIV Corps (96th ID and the
a century. General Douglas MacArthur was
7th ID) landed 10 miles to the south. They
not part of the solution since Public Affairs
were met by moderate resistance from the
Office did a poor job of attracting and
Japanese as the American troops fought their
supporting newspaper reporters though they
way inward.
did well at promoting the Supreme
On the morning of 24 October, Japanese
Commander. The Marine Corps, by contrast,
aircraft based in the Philippines found
had only one war to promote and featured the
Halsey’s fleet and launched a series of
attacks. – the “Battle of Leyte Gulf.” The
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Americans were able to destroy most of the
attackers but one Japanese aircraft broke
through and hit the carrier USS Princeton,
which had to be scuttled. Halsey’s aircraft
found the Japanese battle fleet west of the San
Bernadino Strait and sank the battleship
Musashi and Admiral Kurita Takeo turned
back. Satisfied that Kurita’s forces were taken
care of, Halsey moved north and took with
him all the carriers and fast battleships
leaving nothing behind to guard the San
Bernadino Strait and did not inform other
naval commanders.
The first kamikaze attacks occurred
during the naval battle of Leyte Gulf. Novice
Japanese pilots did not need to master air-toair tactics or even how to do carrier landings
since their sole purpose was to crash into US
Navy ships. The suicidal pilots managed to
damage some American ships and did sink the
escort carrier St. Lô. Japanese leadership
hoped that this last gasp of the attrition
strategy could turn the war to their advantage.
The effect of the kamikaze pilots, at first,
surprised American commanders but did not
alter the outcome. Leyte Gulf marked the end
of the Imperial Japanese Navy as a fighting
force with its remaining assets reserved for
Home Island defense. Their naval and air
losses, combined with the loss of 5 infantry
divisions doomed the Japanese hold on the
Philippines.
While the Philippines would not be totally
reconquered until 1945, the hard year of
fighting brought the Army into its own as a
fighting force. At the beginning of 1944 the
Army in the Pacific stood on the cusp of
maturity and by the end it was a bloodied
hardcore veteran force able to take on its foes
on any terrain or climate. The American
forces – ground, sea, and air – had learned to
work together to defeat the Japanese.
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